
Hello, My name is Michał Aleksander. 


For over a decade I have been trying to 

design products well, with a strong 

emphasis on research.

Michał Aleksander
Experienced Product Designer / Researcher

You can call me an Experienced Product Designer 

who has done a lot of usability tests and research. 

I have an experience with: e-commerce, e-learning, 

e-travel, hosting, b2b, SaaS. I had clients from the 

USA, England, Switzerland, Germany, the Emirates 

and Poland (where I live).

Experience

Experienced Product Designer
aleksander.pro

Jul 2012 - Present

Senior Product Designer
HolidayCheck

May 2016 - Present

UX and Design Manager
Pearson IOKI

Jun 2014 - Mar 2016

Senior Usability Designer
Allegro group

May 2012 - Jun 2014

Usability Designer
Allegro group

May 2009 - May 2012

https://www.aleksander.pro/
PORTFOLIO

michal@aleksander.pro
MAIL

+48 536 921 393
PHONE

Strategy. Research. Design.

What can I do?

Create an architecture of product, flow or prototype

I can help you turn a vision of your product into a specific information architecture and a prototype showing how it can look 

and work.


In some projects I combined the role of researcher and designer. During the usability tests I forget about my role as a 

designer and I am curious what new I will find out about the product. Such knowledge is invaluable because it allows me to 

find "invisible" problems and think about potential solutions, which are not always obvious.

USER EXPERIENCE

Understand the problems and improve your product

The key to good product development is to understand problems and choose the right solution. This can be done by 

understanding how people use your product. 


I have conducted direct usability tests in several countries (Poland, Germany, Spain, United Emirates), having the opportunity 

to meet different groups of users, people with different expectations or goals. This allows me to look at new projects more 

broadly and achieve a sense of empathy and understanding with the end customer faster. I conducted direct tests, especially 

in places where participants felt comfortable. I also have experience in remote testing.

RESEARCH

Will Hortman

Michal is easily one of the best, most well-rounded UX professionals I've worked with. He has the 

experience needed to partner with product owners and lead product teams toward a well-defined, 

user-focused vision. He is a natural leader who can mentor designers and help them grow their 

careers. And he can roll up his sleeves when it's time to conduct usability tests, produce wireframes 

for discussion with the team, or work with developers to get a great design into production.

UX and Digital Design Leader / February 11, 2019 / Will managed Michał directly

Steffen Ketterer

Michal is a forward thinker in product design. With strong commitment and initiative, he is always 

looking for the best solution from a user perspective, whilst keeping business interests in mind.

Digital Venture Manager / April 1, 2019 / Michał worked with Steffen in the same group

Example: From the implementation to the strengthening of product 
position on the market (2018)

This case describes the stage of a product's life from the moment it appears on the web to the moment it undergoes 

significant changes resulting from intensive research and attempts to understand human behaviour and expectations. 


Read more on aleksander.pro

Change your vision into modern and attractive design

Maybe you already have a product and just want to improve it from the visual side. You need someone with a sense of 

aesthetics and a consistent system.


Over the last three years I have been designing graphic solutions for mobile applications, tablets and laptops. These were 

products from different markets (e-travel, smart city, e-commerce or e-recruitment). In many cases the NDA does not allow me 

to publish my work. Below are examples that show my capabilities.

USER INTERFACE

Timo Salzsieder

Michal is a very passionate UX manager with a strong focus on meeting customer requirements. 

Working with him is a pleasure since he is highly motivated and drives his topics also perfectly aligned 

with management, peers and his team. I like his structured approach, clear communication, creativity 

and results orientation.

Chief Solution Officer / July 26, 2017

Example: HolidayCheck - Hotels & Reisen (2019)

In this project I was a Product Designer, who worked closely with Researcher. I was based on the Design System created for 

the desktop by previous designers, which I adapted to the mobile application (Android, iOS). Read more on aleksander.pro

https://www.aleksander.pro/
https://www.aleksander.pro/case-cruises
https://www.aleksander.pro/case-business-center

